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Project Description

This project examines the use of Twitter by professional basketball players in the NBA. Most players have Twitter accounts, which they use to interact with other players in the league. The players potentially use social media to curate their reputations and gain status. The long-term focus of this project is on the relationship between on-the-court performance and Twitter usage. Are players more likely to post messages on Twitter following good performances? Do they respond defensively after poor showings?

To examine such hypotheses, a pre-existing dataset of Twitter usage by players will be matched to performance data from the 2018-2019 NBA season. The WISE student will learn methods for scraping web data and assembling relational databases that combine the Twitter data with conventional basketball statistics. Building on prior research (Koster and Aven 2018), the resulting dataset lends itself to several possible studies. The student will obtain transferrable skills in database management, digital media, programming in R software, and statistical analysis. This project will be accomplished via a modern workflow that substantial independent effort along with regular communications with Dr. Koster via shared databases and teleconferencing.
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